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Despite being rated for the same wattage and designed in nearly the same way (even the maximum warm-up temperature was basically identical to the old model), this new model does not cook satisfactory Belgian waffles. After cooking several dozen waffles, we still found little needed to be cleaned once the drip tray was removed. If you’re thinking
about using BELLA for pressing ketchup-absorbing pockets into a decadent grilled cheese sandwich, take care you don’t put too much weight on the handle.As with the model it replaces in our lineup, the discontinued Oster-Flip, we found that the “doneness” knob was weighted on the lighter side. With just a slightly larger footprint than the Cuisinart,
this will give you the tastiest and most consistently cooked waffles. They take up more space vertically, but in the storage position they’re actually pretty manageable. The Cuisinart feels like a premium product and looks good in any kitchen.We also liked the Cuisinart’s quick-cooking speed. Activate and hold the button to confirm that you’re human.
It is made from brushed stainless steel and high-quality plastics that help it fit into any kitchen. Waffle Maker_201597_IM_US_V5_170208.indd 1 2/8/17 10:15 AM After spending 45+ hours making (and eating) waffles with eight of the most popular and highly rated models on the market, we determined the BELLA – 13591 Classic Rotating Belgian
Waffle Maker is the best waffle maker for consumers. This alone would have put BELLA in contention for our top pick, but there were several other things that only added to their lead during our testing.The drip tray included with the BELLA waffle maker makes cleanup even easier. A nonstick surface also reduces the amount of oil or butter that is
required to cook the waffle, making them a little healthier than they would otherwise be.Just as important, nonstick surfaces are significantly easier to clean. We even returned the first machine for a replacement, certain that it must be broken.In the picture above, the old Oster’s waffles are on the bottom, the “DuraCeramic” waffles on top, cooked on
the highest setting. If you want “classic,” or non-Belgian style waffles, this is the way to go.However, we found that the BELLA – 13591 Classic Rotating Belgian Waffle Maker was the best value. We dug deep into what the experts said was most important and narrowed the large number of waffle makers down to six that we determined as the best
overall.We limited our search to waffle makers that earned an Amazon rating of at least 4.2 stars and put an even stronger emphasis on those that were rated 4.5 or higher. But even after a few years of testing our non-stick coatings have held up well, and we wouldn’t say that oil is necessary. For a compact option, we like the Cuisinart – Round
Classic.Table of contentsThe 8 waffle makers we testedTop pick: BELLA – 13591 ClassicAfter a month of searching for a replacement to our old pick, the discontinued Oster-Flip, we settled on the BELLA – 13591 Classic Rotating Belgian Waffle Maker as a worthy successor.Defining the very best is always tricky. This also means the waffle iron will
last much longer, since you won’t be scratching the iron trying to clean it out. It cooks mix and from-scratch batter to an even brown, and in just two minutes on max. Although it eventually dissipated, most waffle-maker manuals suggest tossing out those first waffles, because chemicals might have been released from the non-stick. Products that make
an effort to be compact, or at least efficient with the space they take up, always have an advantage over those that do not (all else being equal).The Cuisinart – Round Classic Waffle Maker was our other top pick, and our top compact pick, thanks to its efficient use of space.What we likedThe dimensions of the Cuisinart waffle maker are 11 x 8.5 x 4
inches, making it the most compact of all six waffle makers we tested. Nevertheless, it was a disappointing feature on an otherwise excellent waffle maker.Other products we testedWhile the Oster and Cuisinart were the two top waffle makers among our finalists in initial testing, there are four other strong choices as well. Like most flip-type waffle
irons, the Hamilton Beach also has a removable tray that makes cleanup simple and straightforward.The Hamilton Beach, however, fell short in needing about seven minutes longer than our top pick to heat and cook two waffles.Chef’s Choice WafflePro Express Waffle MakerThe Chef’s Choice did a decent job of cooking waffles quickly, requiring 10
minutes and 45 seconds in our benchmark “two waffle test.” The Chef’s Choice also offers several cooking options for those who really like to tinker with how their waffles are cooked.Ultimately, we found the options to be unnecessarily complicated. However, the time difference when fully cooking two waffles is only a few minutes, so this
disadvantage is marginal at most.However, one downside to the Cuisinart is that steam got trapped under the handle, making it imperative that the waffle iron is opened carefully by using an oven mitt.We also found the hinge to be somewhat flimsy when opening and closing the waffle maker. This model quickly and consistently produced the besttasting waffles, evenly cooked every time and with good control over browning. On top of that, the Cuisinart can stand up when not in use, which means you can place it up against a wall, and it’ll take up less than a foot of width and only stick out about four inches.We also found the build quality of the Cuisinart waffle maker to be impressive as well
— particularly when taking the price point into account. The medium setting could be more accurately described as a lightly-cooked waffle (the light setting was essentially useless).However, the high setting was perfectly tuned for a crispy waffle with a soft interior, while the area between medium and high was ideal for a waffle that was actually
cooked to a medium setting. In our opinion, choosing a waffle style comes down to a personal preference. Best of all, the BELLA is even quicker than our old top pick. So grab a cup of coffee and start enjoying those delicious waffles. It’s not as classy or robust as the old pick, but it makes even better waffles.Important features to considerIf you’re
going to buy an appliance with a single function, it’s worth taking the time to find one that excels at that particular function.When it comes to waffle makers, there are several features and metrics you should consider when deciding which is best for you.First and foremost, it’s important to find a waffle iron that can make the style you like. A little bit
of butter is very nice, though, and gives some extra crispiness.Flip or stationary? Without flipping over the irons, you’re relying on the rising agent in your batter (or just over-filling your waffle maker) to quickly and evenly fill the top plate. Thank You! Try a different method ROTATING WAFFLE MAKER Model Number: 104553 UPC: 681131045537
Customer Assistance 1-855-451-2897 (US) Please consider the option to recycle the packaging material and donate any applianceyou are no longer using. However, if you’re looking for something different, we encourage you to read about the other four finalists (and the additional seventh non-finalist) as well.Hamilton Beach Belgian Waffle MakerThe
Hamilton Beach Round Waffle Maker was the closest in appearance and function to the discontinued Oster. (We ordered a replacement model just to be sure something wasn’t broken.)We searched for another pick that replicates the design of the old Oster without “Titanium” coatings or lower heating element specs. Typically, waffle irons have either
an auditory or a visual indicator, and sometimes they have both.Auditory indicators are pretty straightforward; a quick beep when the waffle iron is ready, and another beep when the waffle itself is cooked to the specification that was set.Visual indicators are either one or two lights; one light indicates that the waffle iron is turned on and heating up,
and another light indicates when the iron is ready to cook a waffle or the waffle inside is finished.It almost goes without saying, but you’ll benefit from a waffle iron with a nonstick surface. In our 2016 tests, all six of the waffle makers produced delicious, crispy waffles. Finally, you should take a look at the warranty that is included with your chosen
waffle iron. While it wasn’t quite as fast as the BELLA, it was a respectable second place, and could go from off to two fully cooked waffles in just over ten minutes.Lastly, the Cuisinart is the only finalist we tested that was non-Belgian. There are some design improvements with this model: The rotary switch makes a lovely click as you turn it, and the
new coating seems durable.Sadly, that’s all we can recommend about the new Oster. Some combination of thermal switch calibration and altered heat transfer from the new coating means this design just can’t brown waffles evenly.You can play with temperature settings and run each waffle twice (once on low to get an even, fluffy rise, and once more
on high to get a crispy brown the outside) but the amount of work and time required basically defeats the purpose of this appliance.We set out to find another replacement, and the BELLA – 13591 Classic Rotating Belgian Waffle Maker is very close to the old Oster design. This isn’t much of a problem in practice, since the hinge locks into place when
cooking a waffle or when stood upright for storage. The Cuisinart version of this waffle maker is the WAF-F20.]The Waring Pro was by far the most expensive waffle maker we tested. The power specs are good, but we weren’t impressed with the Presto’s overall performance.Waring Pro Double Belgian Waffle Maker [Note: Waring Pro products have
been re-branded under the Cuisinart label since we tested this model. We took the data we gained from our testing and factored it in alongside the features that each waffle maker offers (indicator lights, ability to flip, etc.).Some of the specific metrics we weighed heavily include:How even the waffles were cookedHow consistent the waffle makers
cook on a specific settingHow long the waffle maker takes to heat upHow long the waffle maker takes to cook one waffleThe total amount of time the waffle maker takes to heat up and cook two wafflesThe ergonomics of each waffle maker, including the ease of use of the flipper (for models with this feature)We also measured how effectively each
waffle maker could produce waffles that are crispy on the outside and soft on the inside. Not everyone prefers to eat their waffles this way, but we decided that this was an important metric.Through our testing, we determined that a waffle maker that can cook a waffle in this way could also cook light and soft waffles and waffles crispy through and
through.Update testsWe’re still happy with our top pick from a few years ago, the Oster-Flip, but Oster no longer sells it. We tested with Krusteaz – Light & Crispy batter mix and a few different from-scratch recipes, and the results were consistent.Best compact model: Cuisinart – WMR-CAIt is sometimes difficult to justify single-use appliances, and
not just due to the cost. They’ve switched their entire line to a new “DuraCeramic” coating, and while the wattage and temperature specs haven’t changed, the new model doesn’t brown waffles evenly. While waffle irons don’t have particularly complex electronics, there are still plenty of components that can stop working long before they are
supposed to.A company that offers a generous warranty is a company that believes in their product — and also believes that they won’t have to replace many waffle irons under said program. Many experts suggest using some kind of oil (be it butter or something veggie-based like a spray) to help release your waffle from the iron. However, the
majority of highly-regarded waffle makers are Belgian — with the notable exception of one of our top picks: the Cuisinart-Round Classic Waffle Maker.“Ready indicator” choices are a little more subjective. In addition, the nonstick surface was effective; however, it didn’t particularly stand out compared to the rest of the field.The fact that this flip-style
waffle maker can go from turned off and cold to completely cooking two waffles in less than 10 minutes means that you can feed your family, or just yourself, very quickly.Overall, the BELLA waffle maker offers an incredible value and provides by far the best waffle-making experience of the finalists we tested.What we didn’t likeWhile there are plenty
of positive things to say about the BELLA waffle maker, there were a few things we noticed that we didn’t like as much.First, it’s not as durable as we had hoped. When choosing waffle makers to test, we excluded the style of waffle from our deliberations and opted instead to consider features and positive review articles and forums.We’re also happy
that one of our top picks ended up being a “classic”, or “American”-style waffle maker. We also only chose waffle makers that had nonstick surfaces, variable and adjustable cook settings, and at least one type of “ready” indicator.For our update in 2018 (when our original pick was discontinued), we assessed replacement waffle makers on a few
specific criteria after testing Oster’s replacement model and finding its design changes pointlessly ineffective.We looked for a new flip-style model with 1000 watts of heating power and a non-ceramic coating to avoid whatever OEM is making Oster’s new DuraCeramic atrocity.This proved to be more difficult than we anticipated, and if BELLA’s
design proves sub-standard in long-term testing, we might start looking at additional non-flip models despite how happy we’ve been with our past winner.How we testedInitial testingAfter narrowing the list of finalists to six waffle makers, we put them through a series of tests in our office, all of which were designed to measure the differences
between each finalist. Rotating Waffle Maker_104553_IM_US_V4_121212.indd 1 12/12/12 1:15:53 PM DOUBLE FLIP WAFFLE MAKER Model Number: 201597 UPC: 65577201597-6 Customer Assistance 1-855-451-2897 (US) Please consider the option to recycle the packaging material. The countdown timer also wasn’t particularly useful since it
wasn’t actually linked to any internal thermometer. On this count, BELLA has demonstrated that the recipe involves simple ingredients executed well: at least 1000 watts of heating power and plates that spread heat evenly.Not only was the BELLA the fastest waffle maker we tested, but it also cooked waffles more evenly and consistently than all the
others. None of these really excelled as a drop-in replacement for the Oster when it was discontinued, so we searched for a waffle maker that had the power to match our old pick and settled on the BELLA. After testing the replacement for two weeks, we finally settled on a new pick.Our winner from the 2016 round of testing is still going strong, but
since Oster discontinued it, we went looking for a replacement.We checked out Oster’s replacement model, the WFBF10W with “Titanium-Infused DuraCeramic” coating. The Chef’s Choice’s waffles were only moderately consistent and evenly cooked, and so we excluded the Chef’s Choice from our top two choices.Presto FlipSide Belgian Waffle
MakerThe Presto-FlipSide is one of the most popular waffle makers on Amazon, so we were enthusiastic about trying it ourselves. Ultimately, our decision came down to a few tie-breaker metrics: how evenly the waffle makers cooked the waffles, how easy they were to use, and how quickly the waffle maker could cook waffles.What we likedWhile we
considered several different factors when comparing each of our six waffle maker finalists, ultimately it came down how well each could cook a waffle. While the Presto was able to make waffles in a reasonable amount of time, there were a few things we didn’t like about the Presto that kept it from being our top pick.First off, an unpleasant plastic
odor emanated from the Presto during cooking. Ultimately, we went with the two that stood out during testing. Typically, this means choosing between American-style (otherwise known as “classic”) waffles or Belgian-style waffles.Belgian waffles are thicker than American waffles and have deeper wells for butter, syrup or whatever else you decide to
put on top. The flip mechanism ensures even distribution for more consistent waffles. For the price of a few orders of waffles in a restaurant, you can make delicious homemade waffles and customize them to your tastes.If saving space is your top priority, the Cuisinart – Round Classic Waffle Maker is an excellent choice that will fold up into an 11×4inch space against your counter wall when not in use. The space that the appliance takes up in a cupboard or on a counter cannot be used for other multi-function appliances. Once you’ve chosen between Belgian or American-style waffles, the next step is to determine if you want the assistance of a flip mechanism. Nonstick surfaces significantly
reduce the hassle involved with taking waffles out of the waffle iron and help ensure that waffles come out unbroken. If you prefer a softer, thinner waffle, the Cuisinart is an excellent choice.What we didn’t likeAs we mentioned, the Cuisinart isn’t quite as fast as our other top pick, the BELLA waffle maker. That, along with the fact that we already
had another (better) Hamilton Beach waffle maker, led us to exclude the square version from our list of finalists.How we selectedWe spent days reading through many of the reputable websites and reviews on waffle makers, as well as the popular subreddit r/cooking to determine what matters most in a waffle maker. Since this waffle maker is one of
the best-regarded in articles we read online, we wanted to see how it performed for ourselves.Unfortunately, Waring Pro’s performance was disappointing. Not only was it the most expensive of our finalists, the Waring Pro took 16 minutes and 30 seconds to make two waffles — nearly nine minutes longer than the BELLA and almost two minutes
slower than the second slowest waffle maker, the Hamilton Beach.The quality of waffles was decent, but they didn’t outshine either the BELLA or the Cuisinart, which made it difficult to recommend the Waring Pro over those two less-expensive options.Finally, we also tested the Hamilton Beach-Square Waffle Maker, but we were unimpressed with
the results. A warranty also gives you peace of mind, since you know that you’re guaranteed a functioning appliance for at least as long as the warranty period (and hopefully much longer).There’s no question that having a single-function appliance like a waffle maker is a luxury, but you don’t need to spend an arm and a leg to get a great product.
Customer reviews of BELLA and other value-priced waffle irons cite that the attachment of handle-to-body is almost always the first thing to go.For less than $20 we’re not crying foul; BELLA makes a capable machine with the right parts where they’re needed.
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